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Problem and Solution

 Problem: No one knows the characterization of the 
interaction between TCP and 802.11 power saving 
mode 

 Then: The authors find that PSM can harm 
performance and that it sometimes wastes power

 Solution: Make a new power saving mode protocol 
that is adaptive

 Celebrate: Bounded-Slowdown protocol improves 
performance AND reduces energy



Power consumption

 Wireless cards waste energy even in idle mode

 Power saving mode turns off the radio for certain 
periods of time to better work with the bursty
nature of data

 However, this means there is no “always-on” 
abstraction

 802.11 specifies a mechanism for handling 
sleeping cards…



Power savings

 The key to power savings however is:

 “When should a wireless interface go to sleep, and 
when should it wake?”

 Goal: Find an algorithm that saves power AND will 
limit how much slowdown is acceptable



PSM and TCP

 Most Internet and Web traffic is short lived TCP 
connections, meaning…

 But if the device is asleep and the AP buffers 
packets for 100ms then things go horribly awry

 However, different situations can arise

 Assume the beacon period is 100ms and RTT is 20ms

 If the device sends right after the beacon….

 If the device sends the request 79ms after beacon…

 If the device sends the request 81ms after beacon…



RTT Slowdowns

PSM hurts small RTTs the most



RTT Slowdowns

• Once enough data comes through to keep the 
device awake, behavior returns to normal

• However if the TCP window is too small or 
the AP doesn’t store enough packets… 



PSM Slowdown

Open TCP connection and send 40KB
Network was 11Mbps
RTT was 5ms 

What happened?

For small sizes, everything goes in two 
packets and transfer time is small.

With PSM it gets rounded to 200ms
Max BW is limited by PSM signaling
Conclusion: PSM interval is too …



Inversion

 A lower bandwidth link can be saturated more 
easily

 Once the link is saturated, the device stays awake 
all the time

 On high bandwidth links, the device keeps sleeping 
because the link is never saturated

 If the link is not saturated, 

 throughput = one max TCP window per beacon period



Simulating Web traffic

 Spied on users at UC Berkeley

 Three modes of operation for web traffic

Wait for server 

 Receive-Response

 Think time

Virtually all of 
the events are 
long latency

80% of server 
waits are more 
than 1 second

Meaning…



Motivation for a new protocol

 So the 100ms beacon is too fine grained (for 
what?) and too coarse grained (for what?) to be 
useful

 PSM says RTTs won’t be delayed longer than 
100ms

 But in reality, if we are delayed from 1 -> 100ms, it 
is much more damaging than 19,001 -> 19,100ms

 PSM will also wake up a 100 times in 10seconds, 
even if nothing is happening, which is wasted 
energy.



Protocol goals

 To balance both energy and performance, an adaptive 
algorithm is needed

 The main point: stay awake when establishing a link, 
go to sleep longer after data has been received

 Formula:

 Minimize energy while limiting RTT = (1+p)*OrigRTT

 Theorem:

 Go to sleep for 0 time after sending request and wake up 
to check for response after (CurrentTime –
RequestSentTime) * p 



BSD Algorithm

A caveat: To synchronize with AP 
there might be an initial beacon set 
to, say 100ms, so the first time it 
sleeps it might delay up to this

But then after
tAwake = BeaconPeriod/p

Use a backoff procedure to increase sleep time for each 
beacon when there is no data.
How does BSD determine the backoff ?



The value of p

The effect of “p” on sleep time combined with back off sleeping 

Awake time



MAC layer changes

 Don’t go to sleep right after sending data

 APs don’t need to wait for the beacon period to 
notify of data

 Allow host ListenInterval to be more dynamic

 End result – APs actually buffer less data… how?



Evaluation

 Used ns-2, with HTTP traffic generator,

 541,000 seconds of web browsing time

 Card uses 750mW while awake, 50mW while 
asleep



Evaluation

PSM static hurts 
retrievals with the 
lowest latency the most. 
The penalty gets 
extended to 100ms

BSD100% bounds 
performance to be 
2X worse. Fast RTT 
is not slowed 
down at all

BSD10% - no slowdown



Energy Evaluation

Energy  is about 
the same

Performance much 
worse with static

BSD’s energy spent for 
listening to beacons is much 
less than static (nearly 9x less 
than static)



Going beyond sleep

 We could also turn off the whole radio, instead of 
sleeping, but to go from on -> off -> on takes about 
100ms.

 Could make the beacon period shorter…

 It does reduce awake energy

 Energy spent listening to beacons increases, since 
sleep/listen cycle starts sooner

What would happen to performance?

 Any other effects of reducing the beacon period?



Summary

 BSD is good at performance and energy 
consumption.  

 Adaptive always beats static

 What happens in non web traffic scenarios?

 VoIP

 FTP

 SSH


